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�To know about erm symbol and spectroscopic ground state

term

�Know the importance of the Orgel diagrams

�Learn about various configurations giving rise to similar free

ion terms

�LEARNING OUTCOMES 

Before the discussion of Orgel diagram we should  know how to 

determine term symbol and there relative ground state terms

ion terms

�Identify various features to be analysed in an Orgel diagram

�Analyse various transitions taking place via Orgel diagrams



�TERM SYMBOL AND SPECTROSCOPIC GROUND STATE TERM

In quantum mechanics, the term symbol is an abbreviated

description of the (total) angular momentum quantum numbers

in a multi-electron atom (however, even a single electron can

be described by a term symbol). Each energy level of an atom

with a given electron configuration is described by not onlywith a given electron configuration is described by not only

the electron configuration but also its own term symbol, as the

energy level also depends on the total angular momentum

including spin. The usual atomic term symbols assume L-S

coupling (also known as Russell-Saunders coupling or Spin-

Orbit coupling). The ground state term symbol is predicted by



�Russell- Saunder coupling scheme (L-S coupling)

Russell and Saunder have been proposed a coupling scheme to determine

the term symbol for the various electronic configurations, which involve

the following term.

�L- term:

Vector summation of the l value (l = orbital angular momentum quantum

number) of the various electron present in the configuration is known asnumber) of the various electron present in the configuration is known as

L term (L = Resultant orbital angular momentum quantum number) for

the configuration.

Different symbol for the different L value can be given as:

L = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6  

Symbol  = S P D F G H I



�S- term:

Vector summation of svalue (s= spin angular momentum quantum

number) of the various electrons present in the configuration is known as

S- term (s is Resultant spin angular momentum quantum number) for the

configuration.

n = Number of unpaired electron

�J- term:

Vector summation of L term and S term for the particular configuration is

known as J term or L-S coupling. (J = Total angular momentum quantum

number) for the configuration.



J = L – S to L + S

For less than half filled

J = L – S

For more than half filled configuration

J = L + S

J = L –S to C + S For less than half filled configuration

�M-term:

Total number of the possible spin orientation of the unpaired electrons in

the configuration is known as M-term (M = spin multiplicity) of the

configuration.

M = n + 1



Where n = no of unpaired electrons

According to the above four different terms,

Term symbol for the Configuration = MLJ

Example: d4 configuration:

d4 =

+2 +1 0 -1 -2

=

L = 2 (D)

=

= 2

L = 2 (D)

S = n = n/2 = 4/2 = 2

J = L – S = 0

M = 4 + 1 = 5

So term symbol for d4 = MLJ = 5D0

Term symbol for the various dn configuration, Pn configuration, Sn

configuration can be given as :-



�Hund’s rule for ground state term:

It is relatively easy to calculate the term symbol for the ground state of

an atom using Hund's rules. It corresponds with a state with maximum S

and L. Each electronic configuration (except filly filled) having a large

number of possible arrangement which are known as micro state.

Number of micro state =

Where n is maximum capacity of configuration and r is Number of

electron in the configuration.

Out of the various possible electronic arrangements one of the

arrangements (ground state electronic arrangement) can be determined

with the help of their different rule proposed by the Hund, which are

given below:



Rule 1: According to the Hund’s rule out of the various electronic

arrangements that arrangement which having the maximum value of spin

multiplicity will have the possibility to be the ground state electronic

arrangement.

Rule 2: If more than one electronic arrangement having same value of

spin multiplicity than the electronic arrangement with higher L value will

be the ground state electronic arrangement.

Rule 3: In the ground state electronic arrangement if the configuration

being less than half filled than the least J value being actual J value while

if the configuration being more than half filled than the maximum J value

being actual J value.



Example: Ground state term symbol for d2 configuration.
d2 -

+2 +1 0 -1 -2

L = 4 (G)

S =  0
J =   4
M = 1

d2 -

+2 +1 0 -1 -2

L = 3(F)

S =  1
J =   2,3,4
M = 3

d2 -

+2 +1 0 -1 -2

L = 1 (P)

S =  1
J =  0,1,2
M = 3

d2 -
L = 0 (S)

S =  0
d -

+2 +1 0 -1 -2
S =  0
J =   0
M = 1

d2 -

+2 +1 0 -1 -2

L = 2 (D)

S =  1
J =  1,2,3
M = 3

d2 -

+2 +1 0 -1 -2

L = 2 (D)

S =  0
J =   2
M = 1

According to the Hund’s rule second arrangement will be the actual

ground state electronic arrangement for d2 configuration thus the term

symbol for d2 configuration will be 3F2.



�ORGEL DIAGRAM

Orgel diagrams are correlation diagrams which show the relative

energies of electronic terms in transition metal complexes, like Tanabe–

Sugano diagrams. They are named after their creator, Leslie Orgel. Orgel

diagrams are restricted to only weak field (i.e. high spin) cases, and offer

no information about strong field (low spin) cases.

Because Orgel diagrams are qualitative, no energy calculations can beBecause Orgel diagrams are qualitative, no energy calculations can be

performed from these diagrams; also, Orgel diagrams only show the

symmetry states of the highest spin multiplicity instead of all possible

terms, unlike a Tanabe–Sugano diagram. Orgel diagrams will, however,

show the number of spin allowed transitions, along with their respective

symmetry designations.



In an Orgel diagram, the parent term (P, D, or F) in the

presence of no ligand field is located in the center of the

diagram, with the terms due to that electronic configuration in

a ligand field at each side. There are two Orgel diagrams, one

for d1, d4, d6, and d9 configurations and the other with d2, d3,

d7, and d8 configurations. On the basis of the above discussion,d7, and d8 configurations. On the basis of the above discussion,

Orgel energy level diagram for the various dn configuration of

transition metal complexes can be defined as:



In these diagrams only high spin (weak field) cases are taken

up graphically (figure 1). They are quantitative in nature and

thus utilized in understanding the symmetry states of highest

spin multiplicity along with the observable spin allowed

transitions. In the diagrams, the splitting for dn is the same as

for dn+5 and opposite to that for d10−n and both forfor dn+5 and opposite to that for d10−n and both for

octahedral and tetrahedral fields are readily seen on an Orgel

diagram,. These diagrams are important in understanding the

spectral, optical and magnetic properties of the transition

metal complexes.
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�POSTULATES OF ORGEL DIAGRAM

1. Orgel diagrams include two sets of graphs which include all the high 

spin cases of octahedral and tetrahedral complexes. 

2. Orgel diagrams cover only the high spin cases. 

3. Orgel diagrams are only for the quantative purpose 

4. The following relationships are valid for the Orgel diagrams.

�dn and dn+5 have the same diagram for octahedral field.�dn and dn+5 have the same diagram for octahedral field.

�dn and dn+5 have the same diagram for tetrahedral field.

�dn and dn+5 in an octahedral field is reverse to that of dn and 

dn+5 for a tetrahedral field.

�dn of octahedral field is same as that of d10-n of the tetrahedral field 

�dn of the tetrahedral field is same as that of d10-n of the 

octahedral field.   



1. ORGEL ENERGY LEVEL DIAGRAMS FOR d9 OCTAHEDRAL

COMPLEXES:

Orgel energy level diagram or spectra for the d9 configuration containing

octahedral complexes can be defined in the three different steps which

are given below:

Step I:

d9

t2g

eg

EMR

t2g

eg

Ground state
Excited state

Number of possible electronic arrangement = 2

Symbol = Eg

Number of possible electronic 

arrangement = 3

Symbol = T2g



Step II:

+2 +1 0 -1 -2

d9 -

L =  2 (D)
S =  1/2
J =   5/2
M = 2

So term symbol for d9 configuration = 2D5/2

Step III:Step III:

Eg

T2g

E 2D5/2
I

λ

Eg-T2g



2. ORGEL ENERGY LEVEL DIAGRAM FOR THE d1

TETRAHEDRAL COMPLEXES:

Orgel energy level diagram for the d1 configuration containing

tetrahedral complexes can be explained in the three different steps, which

are given below:

Step I:

t2 t2

d1

t2

e

EMR

Ground state

Excited state

Number of possible electronic 
arrangement = 2
Symbol = E

Number of possible electronic 

arrangement = 3

Symbol = T2
Fig. 4.4

t2

e



Step II:
-2-10+1+2

L   =   2 (D)
S   =    1/2
J    =    3/2
M  =     2

d1

So term symbol for d9 configuration = 2DSo term symbol for d9 configuration = 2D3/2

Step III:

E

E 2D3/2
I

λ

E-T2
T2



Important Note: Thus from the above it is bossed that dn tetrahedral

complexes, d10-n octahedral complexes will have same spectra while dn

tetrahedral complexes and d10-n tetrahedral complexes will have opposite

spectra.

3. ORGEL DIAGRAM FOR THE d1 OCTAHEDRAL CASE 

If we consider d1 configuration, as in the case of the complex 

[Ti(H2O)6]3+, it can be seen that the crystal field splitting will lead to 

lifting of degeneracy of the five d orbitals and thus lower t2g level will 

now be occupied. It can be represented as t2g1 eg0. when absorption of 

light occurs, the d electrons lying in the low t2g levels get promoted to 

the higher eg level leading to a configurational change to t2g0 eg1. This 

change has been represented below in figure given below-



Step I : Various electronic configurations possible for a d1 case: 

d1 octahedral EMR

t

ee

t2t2

Ground state

Number of possible arrangement = 3

Symble =  T2

Number of possible arrangement = 2
Symble =  E

Excited state



Step II : Various electronic configurations possible for a d1 case: 

The ground state free ion term for this configuration can be calculated as 

follows. 

Total orbital angular momentum value = L = (m + l) = 2 

Total spin angular momentum value = S = Σms = 1/2 

Spin multiplicity = (2S+1) = (2(1/2)+1) = 2 

Thus the free ion ground state term for d1 configuration comes out to be 

2D.



Step III:

2Eg

A
b
so

rp
ti

o
n

2T2g

wave length



4. Orgel energy level diagram for d2 octahedral complexes:

When the spectra of d2 configuration containing octahedral complexes

like [V(H2O)6]
+3 was studied then it was observed that there occur two

peaks in the range of 1700cm & 2100 cm -1 which indicate that the d2

configuration containing octahedral complexes can exhibit two types of

the electronic transition which are can be defined as:

According to orgel the d2 configuration having ground that termAccording to orgel the d2 configuration having ground that term

symbol 3F & various exited state term symbol like 1S, 1D, 1G, 3P. Out of

which only 3P term symbol is used during the electronic transition

because the electronic transition from ground state to this excited state

being allowed while the electron transition from ground state to other

excited states like 1S, 1G and 1D being forbidden.



Now the orgel energy level diagram/spectra corresponding to this

allowed transition in the d2 configuration containing octahedral

complexes can be given below.

Ground state electronic arrangement for d2 octahedral complexes.

+2 +1 0 -1 -2

3F

Exited state electronic arrangement for d2Exited state electronic arrangement for d

1G

1D

1S

3P



Thus according to the above ground state electronic arrangement and

excited state electronic arrangement the Orgel energy level diagram as

well as spectra for d2 configuration containing octahedral complexes can

be represented as:
3A2g

3T1g(P)3P
3

3T1g(F)
3A2g

3T2g

3T1g

3FE

Fig.4.6

I

ν

3T1g(F) 3T2g
T1g(F) A2g

T1g(F) 3T1g(P)



5. Orgel energy level diagram for d8 octahedral complexes:

When the spectra of d8 configuration containing octahedral complex was

studding then it was observed that the spectra containing there different

peaks which indicate that the spectra of d8 configuration containing

octahedral complexes like [Ni(H2O)6]
+2 will have their different types of

the transitions, which can be defined as:

According to the orgel ground state form symbol for the d8 configurationAccording to the orgel ground state form symbol for the d8 configuration

will be 3F and excited state term symbol will be 3P. According the Orgel

energy level diagram as well as spectra for d8 configuration containing

octahedral complex will be as:



3P 3T1g(P)
3T1g(F)

3T2g

I

3A2g 3T2g
3A2g 3T1g (F) 3A2g 3T1g (P)

3F

3A2g

ν

Fig.4.8 Fig.4.9




